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Canoe Pricing 

 Standard features on all custom wood strip canoes include: 

 ¼” cedar planking – no staple 

 6 oz. fiberglass cloth set in epoxy (inside and outside) 

 Solid hardwood decks 

 Two contoured cane seats 

 Center contoured carrying yoke 

 Hardwood gunwales with scuppers 

 Minimum 4 coats of marine UV varnish 

Model Description Features Pricing 

15 ft. Ranger The Ranger is basically a shortened version 
of the classic Prospector canoe. It has a 
shallow arch hull and full ends.  Capacity 
up to 450 lbs., Good for day trips and short 
overnight trips.  Finished canoe weight of 
around 50 lbs. 

Standard Starting at $4500 

15 ft. Bob’s 
Special 

The Bob’s Special is a good solo canoe 
with more tumble home than other 
models.  Moderate rocker and soft bilges.  
Capacity of 450 lbs. Finished canoe weight 
of around 50 lbs. 

Standard Starting at $4500 

15 ft. 
Hiawatha 

This little canoe is modeled after the early 
Canadian Canoe.  It has less stability than 
other canoe models.  Finished canoe 
weight of around 50 lbs. 

Standard Starting at $4500 

16 ft. 
Prospector 

Modelled after the classic “Chestnut” 
canoe, this is one of the most popular 
designs in Canada.  A very good family 
canoe for overnight trips.  Capacity of 540 
lbs and finished weight of around 55 lbs. 
 

Standard Starting at $5000 



17 ft. Nomad A slightly longer, narrower and faster 
version of the Prospector with finished 
weight of around 60 lbs 

Standard Starting at $5500 

17 ft. 6 inch 
Redbird 

This is a fast “tripping” canoe with 
moderate rocker.  Deep ends with very 
traditional “re-curve”.  Capacity of up to 
500 lbs. and finished weight of around 65 
lbs 

Standard Starting at $6000 

 Added features   
 Extra thwart  Add $40 

 Decorative Decks  Add $50+ 

 Carrying Handles built into decks  Add $60 
 Decorative feature strips in hull sides  Add $200+ 

 Extra layer of fiberglass on hull (4 oz.)  Add $200 
 Decorative pattern in bottom of hull  Add $200 

 Keel  Add $100 
 Brass Stem Band  Add $100-$200 

 Simple carrying handles  Add $50 

 Solid Inlays  Add $150+ 
 

 


